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ON ITERATED WEIGHTED MEANS OF BOUNDED

SEQUENCES AND UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

By

MichaelDrmota

Abstract. It is proved that natural conditions on the weights pn

all weighted Holder and Cesaro means are equivalent to a generalized

Abel method for bounded sequences. Furthermore it is shown that

the induced co-limitationmethods are equivalent to a uniform limita-

tion method. At last some applications to the theory of uniform

distributionof sequences in compact spaces are given.

1. Introduction.

Let P=(pn)n=i be a sequence of positive real numbers, such that

(1)
Pn

k=i

tends to infinity(as w->oo). Then a real sequence (xn)n=i is called limitable to

xlwith respect to the limitation method Mv if

(2)

= co

I n
lim―- S />***=* ■

For short we will write lim xn = x (Mp). This method is regular since lim Pn

. If pn ―l for all n, then Mv is the usual arithmetic mean or the first Holder

mean Hu Tnerefore we can callthe weighted arithmeticmean Mp weighted

Holder mean Hin and the k times iteratedweighted mean weighted Holder

mean of order k H(kP:>definedinductivelyby

iin (X n ) Xrt
(3)

H?Mxn)=Mp(H<?)(*,))=
*

2 pkH＼r＼xk) (r=0, 1, ■･･).

For simplicity we will write lim xn = x (//$-P))instead of lim Hf＼xn) = x. On

the other hand Mp is the firstCesaro mean for pn = l. Therefore we can intro-

duce a weighted Cesaro mean by C'rP:i(xn)= cirP＼xn)/Prn, where
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(4)

Co ＼Xn)

Po,n = h
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= xn, c^(xn)= 2 pkcV＼xk) (r=0, 1, ･■･)

■fr+l.n = T>PkPr,k (r = 0, 1, -)

k = l

A sequence (xn)Z=＼is said to be limitable to x with respect to C£-P)if

(5) limC(rp＼xn)=x (for short Iimxre = x (C(P))

It is easily verifiedthat lim xn=x (H(rP:>)(or (C$-P)))implies lim xn ―x (H^) (or

(C^)) for r<rl. Therefore we can consider the related H£"> and CiP) limita-

tion methods. A sequence (xn)^=i is called limitable to x with respect to H^

or CLP> if

(6)

or

(7)

lim lim HlP(xn)=lim lim H
r-*oo n―oo

lim lim
r->oo re-≫c°

r-.co 7l->°0

?Kxn)=x

Clrp＼xn)=＼im＼jmClrpKxn)

r-tca71->oo

For short we will write lim xn

― JC

= x (HLP>) or limxn = x (C^)

It is also interesting to consider a generalized Abel method AiP＼ We will

say ＼＼mxn= x (A(F)) if

(8) lim

S->0 +

s^pnxne'SPn--=x
n=＼

Note that (8) is similar to the definition of the method Jv (see [7], f2]).

For pn = l/n the relations Hl/＼ H£) and ACP:> have been discussed by P.

Diaconis [4]. P. Schatte [14], [16], [17]andR.F. Tichy [23] developed many

results concerning H^, especially in connection with the theory of uniform dis-

tribution. The intention of this paper is to discuss the relations between Hip＼

C(rp＼H£＼ C£＼ and
<4cP)

for bounded sequences (section 2) and to give some

applications to the theory of uniform distribution(section 3).

2. Summation theoretical theorems.

The generalization of the "classical"equivalence between Holder and Cesaro

means is

Theorem 1. Let P=(pn)^=i be a real positive mean with limPn = ≪3and
7i->co

lim pn/Pn=0. Then, for every positiveinteger r, C$-P)is equivalent to H＼.p＼
n-≫oo
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Proof. It is easy to see that C^l=MqC{f:> where Mq is a weighted arith-

metic mean with qn=pnPr'n and Qn=Pr+i,n. A simple induction shows that

pr

Pr.n^―J (7l―>oo),

indeed

i r + l,n

Now Theorem 11.20 of

equivalent, since

= 2 P*Pr,k~-. 2 PkPl~-.-^rPrn +l

[13] yields that the weighted means Mq and Mp are

PnQn

QnPn

■≫r +1, n

p p

1 r.n1 n

1

r+1

Therefore C{rp^{C{Pyi=M<l^Mv. Since the limitation methods C(TP＼C£?lfand

Mp are regular and normal (see Theorem 11.22 of [13]), this implies

which gives by induction C{P = H^ for every positive integer r. m

Notice that C $-P)and C f+i are not equivalent under these assumptions. But

if the seauence is bounded we have

Theorem 2. Let P=(pn)n=i be a real positive mean with limPn = oo and
n-*oo

Y＼mpn/Pn=§. Then all weighted Cesaro and Holder limitation methods C[P:>and

Hrn with r'^1 are equivalent for bounded sequences (xn)t=i-

(For a proof of the equivalence of the weighted Holder means see [3], Compare

also with [15]. An alternate proof will be indicated in the sequel.)

Since lim pn/Pn=Q it is not difficultto construct a sequence (xre)^=l with
B-≫co

xnG＼ ―l, 1＼such that

k=l kin Jrk

Therefore we have limxn=0 (H(rP:>)for r^l. Thus ffr-P is not equivalent to

usual convergence. But if Hm pn/Pn>0 instead of lim pn/Pn―Q lkn xn ―x (HlP)
71->OO 71.-.OO

(for some r^l) implies lim xn

and Cip＼

x. Next we discuss the relation between HLPi

Theorem 3. Let P―{pn)^=i be a real positive mean with limPre = oo and

lim pn/Pn=O. Then lim xn=x (Ci,P))and lim xre= x (H^) are equivalent to
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(9)
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lim sup : =r- S -z^-Xj―x =0

for bounded sequences (xn)n=i

Note that every i^^-limitable sequence is /fifMimitable. But with these

theorems we can construct bounded sequences which are i/^-limitable but not

H(rP:>-Iimitablefor any r. Set xn=eilogPn=PL Using Taylor's theorem we get

1
7+1

p＼+l~ s pkxk= s (^r (Pt+l-P£＼)-pkPi)
k=l k=l＼tJrl /

o(^§)=o(Pn)

Therefore

any r^l.

by Theorem 2 (Re(xn))n=ior (Im(xn))^=1 are not illimitable for

On the other hand we have

kiPjikPnlj kSPjikPn ^kiPjikPnrj/

Thus by Theorem 3 limRe(xn)=limIm(xn)=O (H<T>).

=0(l) + 0(lOgP≪)

For the proof of Theorem 3 we can proceed similarly to [4]. We need two

Lemmata.

Lemma 1

＼impn/Pn=O.

(10)

and

(11)

Let P=(pny%=i be a real positive mean with

Then

#K?lUn) =

(-" r+i＼Xn) ―

1

Pnrl

£pkl0g(Pn/PkYxk +
0(X)

k=l

r+1 ≫
S/>*(Pn-P*)rxft+o(l)nr + 1 £-

lim

n->oo

(n->oo)

(ft―≫oo)

Pn

hold for every non-negative integer r and for bounded sequences (xra)"=1

co and

Proof. For r=0 (10) and (11) are trivial. If (10) holds for some r we

have

H'fMx)
1
K

n 1
2j Pk^i r+nXkj'―'T)

i
k=i rnr ＼

_ 1

"Pnr＼

n
s

*=1
^hpAog(Pk/Pjyxj+oa)

n

s

.7= 1

pjxjj:^＼og(pk/Pjr+oa).
k=jrk

Since

J

pn＼og(x/Pj)

pJ X

_lOg (Pn/Pj)r +1

r + 1
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the function log(x/Pj)r/x is monotonely increasing for Pj<Lx^LPjer and mono-

tonely decreasing for x^P;er, and lim Pn/Pn+1-―1 we get for arbitrary s>0 and

n>i>N(e)

(1-e) sir log(/VP,)
2r^s[P"[Og(x/P')'dx

Pi JPj X

where Pi_x^Pier<Pi. Hence

1
Ttxr

pi＼ox(P/PY 1
T t x

l°e(pn/Pj)r+1
7Vl hPjXjM /V°g {Fk/Fj) Pn(r+l)＼hPjXj V+l

=0.(4-)+0(e)+0s(l)

which concludes the proof of Lemma 1, since (11) can be proved similarly. ■

Lemma 2. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 1

(12) S
^xk=O(l)

(w-≫oo)
k=iFk

implies lim xra=0 (H^) and limxn=0 (C^) for bounded sequences (xn) =l.

Proof. Set F(x)=x loz(l/x)T/rl. Then by (10)

£, PkXk
i^^i(xJ=S

*=1 Pk
F{Pk/Pn)+or(l)

=
n±＼F(Pk/Pn)-F(Pk

+1/Pn)) S
^Xj +

Ord)
k=l j=l Pj

yields

H?Uxn)=O(F(e-r))+Or(X),

since F(x) is monotonely increasing for 0<x^e~r and monotonely decreasing

for e~r:£x^l. Thus

lim＼im＼H(rpMxn)＼=O.
r->con-*oo

lim xn=Q (Cif5) can be shown similarly. H

Now we can prove Theorem 3. First suppose limxre=0 (HLP)). It is no

loss of generality to assume x=0. By induction we get for every r^l

kiPj£kPn-rj k£PjSkPnrj

uniformly in &. Choose r and Ms) such that ＼Hlp＼xn)＼<s for n^tN(e). Thus
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2
yXj=o(log

Pn)+Oe(l)+s log Pn

kSPjSkPnfj

uniformly in k. The arguments

firstpart of the proof is finished.

Choose N(e) such that

for limx?l=0 (C4P)) are similar. Thus the

Now suppose that (9) holds with x=0.

sup z ^― ^j
*21 lOg Jrn kiPj&kPn

for n^N(e) and defineyk by

/

9M<-

2

for Pln<pk<Pln+1. Thus for every r'^1

＼un＼H(p)yk)＼^＼im＼yk＼=O(s) and
k ―>co

*->oo

pj

Pj

limCrC?*) = 0(6)

Trivially the sequence zn = yn ―xn satisfiesthe assumption of Lemma 2. Thus

＼imzn=Q (HLP>) and limen=0 (C<T>) or

＼lm＼H(rp＼zn)＼<£ and

7l-≫oo

for r^r(s). Hence

Iim|#i.p>(;cB)|=0(e) and

lim

7J-*oo

lim

IC ≪･>(*,)!<*

＼Cp(xn)＼=O(e)

for r^r(s) which implies lim xn=0 (HLP)) and lim xn=0 (C4P)). This completes

the proof of Theorem 3.

In the following we study the limitation method ^4cF). We will prove

Theorem 4. Let P=(pn)'n=i be a real positive mean with limPre = co and

Hm pn/Pn

sequences.

=0 Then A(P) is equivalent to C$-P) and Hlrn (rT^l) for bounded

It is sufficientto prove that AcP:>is equivalent to Mv for bounded sequences.

But this is an immediate consequence of the following Lemmata.

Lemma 3. Let P=(pn)n=i be a real positive mean with limPn = oo and

l＼mpn/Pn=O. Then ＼＼mxn= x implies limxn = * (A<p>). (AcP> is
n-≫oo 77.―>OO

regular

Proof. First we show lim 1 = 1 (ACP:>). Since lim Pn/Pn-i = l we have Pn^

Pn-i(l + e) for n^N(s). Thus
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JPn-i

1

1 + e

which implies liml = l McP)

+ sK(£)^sJhpne-sPn:£l

n =l

). If lim;cn=O we have for arbitrary e>0

n-≫oo

SltpnXne SPn ^sK(e) + ss
＼:

e-stdt=sKU)+s

255

Therefore AcP:>is regular, m

Lemma 4. Let P=(pn)'Z=i be as in Lemma 3. // the sequence (xn)^=1 is

bounded below or above then limxn = x (^4(P))implies lim xn = x (Mp).

Proof. The proof is a direct application of Karamata's method. We can

assume xn>0. If f(x)―xk, k^O, we have

(13) lim s S pnxne SI>nf(e sPn)=x

S-.0+ 71=1

[f(t)dt.

Jo

Thus (13) holds for all Riemann-integrable functions f(x). Now set f(x)=0

O^xKe"1 and f(x)=l/x for e~x<x^l and s=l/PN. Then (13) implies lim xn

= x (Mp). (Compare also with [8] and [21].) m

Lemma 5. Let P=(pn)n=i be as in Lemma 3. // the sequence (xn)n=i is

bounded then lim xn = x (Mp) implies lim xn ―x (.4CF)).

Proof. Let limxn = z (Mp). It is no loss of generality to assume xn>0.

Set yn = c[p＼xn). Then we get by similar methods as in the proof of Lemma 3

(14) lim s2 S pnyne'sPn = x
S_,ft4-77=1

By partial summation we have

f] pkyke-spk=^p

k=l n=＼

Now we have for n^N(e)

which implies

g-*Cl + O.Pji-i Too

s(l+e) Jp≫_i

nXnfipke-SPk
k= n

k=n

<[° e-stdt+pne-spn = -
sPn

s
+pne sPn
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sK(s)+

s
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fj pnxne-s^p"£s2 S pkyke-*p*

1=1 k=il+£n =

£s
n = l

xne-spn + s2j]p

n = l
lxne

Since

Yims2J]p2nxne-sPn=0

s-*o+ n--＼

(14) and (15) imply limjcB = * {A^). H

sPn

Remark. Note that a refinementof Lemma 5 gives an alternateproof of

Theorem 2. If limxr,= x (CiP:i)for some r>l we get bv similarmethods

lim s

71=1

nc?＼xn)e-*p≪ = x

and then by induction for 0^k;^r

lim sk+1T! DncipHx^e-spn^x
s-≫o+

Therefore lim*n = x C4cP)).

n=

3. Uniform distribution

Let X be a compact metric space and fiz.positivenormalized Borel measure

on X. Then a sequence (xre)^=1,xn£l, is said to be uniformly distributed with

respect to a and a real positive mean P=(pn)n=i if

(16)

1 *■

I
fdfi

holds for all real-valued continuous functions / on X. Note that (16) can be

read as

(17) liraf(xn)=[fdfi (HD

Therefore it is a natural generalisation to consider //^-uniformly distributed

(HlP:)-u.d.)and CrP)-u.d. sequences which are defined by the relations

(18) lim f(xn)=＼zfd ft_(H(P) and lim f{xn)=^Jdp. (CD

for all continuous /: X-->R. Niederreiter [12] has proved that the condition

lim pn/Pn=0 is necessary and sufficientfor the existance of a H[n-u.d. sequence

(xn)n=i if limFn = oo and p. is not concentrated on one point. For weighted

Holder and Cesaro means we can Drove
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Theorem 5. Let X be a compact metric space, ft a normalized Borel mea-

sure on X with ft({x})=0 for all xeI, and P―(pn)n=i a real positive mean.

Then there exists an H^-u.d. {or C^-d.d.) sequence (r^l) if and only if

limPre = oo and lim pn/Pn―Q.
n->oo 71―>co

Proof. If limPn = oo and lim pn/Pn=Q there exists on Hi^-u.d. sequence

which is H^-u.d. and C<-P)-u.d.for r^l, too.

Now suppose that (xn)n=i is //rP)-u.d.(or C$-P:)-n.d.)for some r^l. First

we want to show that lim/?n=Pco<oo is impossible. If /(x)^0 for all ig.Y
n->oo

it is easy to derive for every k'^>l

＼jmH(P(f(xnm pj{xk) (or
lirn
n-≫

cp(f(xnm
Pk

(r-l)!Pco

Now we constructa continuousfunction/: X-->R with

/(**))

[ fdfi
= l and f{x)pk/

(PoXr―1)!)^2 for some k^l. Denote d{-, ･) a metric on X and B(x,r)=

(jg! I d{x, y)<r＼ the open ball with centre x and radius r. If p.{B{xn,rn))=0

for some sequence (rn) =1 of positive numbers there is an Urysohn function

r
f: X-^R with f(xn)=R, n^l, and ＼Jdfi<0, which is impossible. Thus there

JA'

is some k'^1 such that u(B(xk, r))>0 for all r>0. Furthermore lim u(B(xk, r))
r->0

=0 since u({xk})―0. Now construct an Urysohn function /: X->R with f(xk)

= 1 and
[

fd[x^pk/{2{r-l)＼P(X). Thus f(x)=f(x)/＼ fdfi satisfies
f
fd/i = l and

JX JX JX
f(xk)pk/(P<=o(r―l)＼)^2. But this is a contradiction to the assumption that (xra)^=1

is H(rP:>-u.d. (or C$-P)-u.d.). Now suppose that Vim pn/Pn>0. Then there is an
7J._*OO

increasing sequence (≪*)"=1 of possitiveintegers such that pnk/Pnk>£ for some

£>0. Let x0 be an accumulation point of the subsequence (xnk)f=1. Now con-

struct a continuous function /: X-^R with /(x)^0, ＼ fd[i<l, and f(y)^>2s T
JX

for all y<=K(x0, r) for some r>0. Then the relation

#W(*≫))^(|r)7(*≫) (or CW(*≫))^(|r)7(*≫))

is again a contradiction to the assumption that (xny%=1 is Hp-u.d. (or CP

u.d.). a

Therefore the conditions lim Pn

n-*oo
co and llm pn/Pn=0 seem to be natural

for the application of Theorem 2 to uniform distribution. Since every continuous

function f: X--+R on a compact space X is bounded we get under the usual
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assumptions on P=(pn)n=i that a sequence Ocn)n=i is H(rP:>-u.d.(or C(P-u.d.)

with respect to p.if and only if (xn)n=i is u.d. with respect to p. and P.

As a generalisation of an Abel unf orm distributionintroduced and discussed

by E. Hlawka [9] and H. Niederreiter [11] we can define that a sequence

(*n)n=i in a compact metric space X is A(P)-u.d. with respect to a if

(19) lim /(*,)=
＼

fdfJL (4<≪)

holds for every continuous function /: X->R. Under the usual assumptions on

P this definitionis again equivalent to (16). In the case of uniform distribution

modulo 1 similar theorems to those in [9] and [11] can be deduced easily by

verbally the same arguments used there.

Theorem 3 is interesting in relation to well distribution with respect to

weighted means. (Note that there are many possibilitiesto generalize the usual

well distribution to weighted means. See e.g. Tichy [22], Goto and Kano [6],

and Schatte [18], [19], ]20].) We use Schatte's concept. Define L(k, n) by

(20)
Lik.W) Lik.n^ + 1

S Pj^Pn< 2 Pi

j=k + l j=k+l

Then a sequence (xn)n=i is said to be well distributed(for short w.d.) with

respect to a and P=(pn)n=i if

(21)
I 1 L(.k_,n) r

limsup-^- S />i/Ui) ―＼ /di≪ =0

holds for every continuousfunction /: X-+R.

It motivates an H£">-and a CiP)-uniform distribution. A sequence is called

H^-u.d. (or C4P)-u.d.) with respect to /jif

(22) lim/(*,) =
＼
xfdpt

(HLn) (or limf(xn)=^xfdfi (C<T))

holds for every continuous function / : X―>R.

First we

if lim Pn = oo.

n-≫=o

remark that every //iP)-u.d. sequence is H^-u.d. and CiP)-u.d.

But the converse statement is not true. As above it can be

shown (by Weyl's criterion) that the sequence xn=＼ogPn is not Hi^-u.d. but

i/4P)-u.d. and CJP-u.d. modulo 1. Thus we get such an example for arbitrary

compact metric spaces X and normalized Borel measures p. by Hedrlin's lifting

method [1].
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Next we use Theorem 3 to get another equivalence. Under the usual as-

sumptions on P=(pn)n=i a sequence (xn)n=i is i/4P)-u.d. or C4P)-u.d. if and only

if it is w. d. with respect to Q={pn/Pn)n=＼- Furthermore we can read Theorem

3 the other way round. A sequence (*n)n=i is w.d. with respect to Q=(.qn)n=i

if and only if it is HiP:>-u.d. of CiP)-u.d. with respect to P={qneQn)Z=＼ if

＼imqn=O and lim Qn
n-≫oo ?1->CX>

°°(Qn = ^=iQk)

In [5] metric theorems concerning the weighted well distribution with re-

spect to the infiniteproduct measure [ix are established. Comparing these with

Theorem 3 we obtain

Theorem 6. Let X be a compact metric space, p.a normalized positiveBorel

measure on X, and P=(pn)Z=i & real positivemean with limPn = oo and lim pn/Pn

=0. //

lim -=^-log n < oo and

or if pn/Pn is monotonely decreasing and

7l-≫oo

hm = co
n-,colog n

n-*co

lim ^- Vn log n(log log n)3/2+£=Q

for some £>0 then pt^-almost all sequences (xre)n=iare H^f-u.d. or C^-u.d. If

ptis not concentrated on one point and

lim -~ log n = oo
71-.°°^re

f/zenUn-almost no seauences are H^-u.d. or C^-u.d.

For example considerthe sequence of weights

Pn =

1

log(n+l)
e n/log(n + l)

Then pn is monotone (for n^4) and lim ＼og(ri)-pn/Pn= l. Therefore ^-almost
7Z->co

all sequences are HLn-u.d. (or CLn-u.d.) but P=(pn)n=i does not satisfy Hill's

r"Anrlit-inn

n = l

-oPn

n

I V"1 2
1£*k <^ for all 8>0.

Thus /^-almost no sequences are u.d. with respect to P since Hill's condition

is a criterion for the Borel property in the case of monotone weights pn (see

noiv
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